Global and local brain network reorganization in attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
Brain is a complex network with an anatomical and functional organization. The differences in brain organization of those with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are still not well understood. Here, we study brain organization in ADHD subjects using a complex network derived from resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data of ADHD and normal subjects. Our results reveal that the brain networks of ADHD subjects are reorganized compared to those without ADHD in global and local brain functional networks. We find that the ADHD subjects show decreasing brain network integration and increasing brain network segregation. More interestingly, we find similarities of brain topology properties between local and global brain networks. Our finding indicates that cognitive dysfunction in ADHD is probably associated with disrupted global and local brain network topological properties. Our results can help us understand the pathophysiological mechanism of ADHD and serve as a sensitive and specific biomarker of ADHD.